The New Information Governance Playbook for Addressing Digital Age Threats
The demand within organizations to manage the growth of electronic information has never been greater.
Organizations across the spectrum of industry verticals are generally struggling to address the onslaught of data they
both generate and receive. While there is nothing new to this trend, companies should be concerned about new
threats arising from that data. From lax internal protocols and unsecured corporate networks to malicious insiders
and cyber criminals, these threats—if left unchecked—could threaten the viability of the enterprise.
While some of these factors have posed challenges for years, they are particularly troubling at this time.
Cyberattacks are on the rise. The Internet of Things, with its potential to generate revenue, continues to proliferate;
as it does so, cybersecurity risks multiply exponentially. Threats are also originating internally as employees
increasingly use consumer-grade cloud applications to engage in corporate espionage.
Given the reality of these threats and others, organizations must take proactive steps to govern their information and
prepare accordingly. While there is much that could be done to shore up electronic vulnerabilities, the best way to do
so is through a holistic information governance strategy. Different from litigation readiness programs of yesteryear
that were primarily concerned with preparing for electronic discovery, organizations today need a new information
governance playbook that deploys actionable procedures to prevent or mitigate harm from contemporaneous threats
to valuable corporate data.
For those organizations that are seeking understanding and guidance on these issues, the Coalition of Technology
Resources for Lawyers (CTRL) has prepared this information governance playbook. Developed so companies can
better recognize and address the growing risks associated with digital age threats, the playbook should enable them
to:
•

Learn how cyberattacks, the Internet of Things, and personal cloud use can endanger unsuspecting
organizations;

•

Develop actionable policies and enforcement mechanisms to protect against risks and strengthen
vulnerabilities;

•

Craft response plans and communication protocols that mitigate damages; and

•

Understand the role that analytics can play in detecting cyber risks and enforcing internal protocols.

I. The Ubiquity of Cyberattacks in the Digital Age
The exponential growth of digital data has brought a corresponding increase in cyberattacks. Notorious incidents
involving the Mossack Fonseca law firm in Panama,1 Ashley Madison,2 and Sony Pictures3 have certainly grabbed
the headlines.4 Nevertheless, companies from various industries grapple daily with cyberattacks.5
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Whether great or small, one of the principal issues arising from cyberattacks is the resulting expense to the
organization associated with addressing breached data. A recent study on the cost of data breaches found the average
total cost of those breaches was between $3.79 and $4 million.6 Viewed from the micro-level, the average cost of
each stolen record reflecting sensitive information stands at $158, a 29 percent increase since 2013.7 Those costs are
felt acutely in highly regulated industries where the cost per breached record is substantially higher.8
An additional, complicating cost factor for organizations includes legal actions. From consumer civil lawsuits and
class actions to regulatory enforcement proceedings, businesses often face staggering costs to remediate the harm
flowing from breached data.
For example, Yahoo! Inc. announced in September 2016 that it sustained a data breach two years earlier, which
resulted in over 500 million records being compromised. Within hours of the announcement, multiple lawsuits were
filed, including a putative class action in California accusing Yahoo! of negligence both in allowing the data breach
and in taking almost two years to detect it.9 No doubt investigations will be initiated by government regulators; all of
which could result in tens of millions of dollars in legal fees.10 This does not include the costs to refurbish brand
damage among consumers, a difficult task at best.

Gateways to Cyberattacks
With the massive costs that cyberattacks have levied on organizations, it is worth examining some of the corporate
vulnerabilities that have led to those attacks. For while cyber incidents originate from hackers and malicious
insiders, weak corporate information governance programs are often the gateway to those attacks. Indeed, most
organizations are not prepared to address cyber threats with the policies, training, or technology needed to protect
their corporate networks. A recent legal industry report confirmed as much when it found that:
•
•
•

Only slightly over half of the surveyed enterprises had established protocols “to govern identity and access
management;”
Fewer than 20 percent of the respondents had developed a data map; and
Less than 20 percent of surveyed companies had cybersecurity insurance to fully cover damages resulting
from a data breach.11

Despite being unaddressed, many of the gateways to cyberattacks are well known. Email, social networks, and text
messages—ubiquitous on computers, smartphones, and tablets—have dominated the cyber breach headlines over the
past few years.12 However, other technologies are multiplying (though not replacing) traditional points of access for
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cyber criminals and insiders.13 One innovation gaining increasing prominence is the growth of external messaging
and collaboration software. Like social networking applications, external messaging and collaboration tools provide
employees with a more interactive communication platform than the less flexible feel of email or corporate
messaging applications.14
One of the more popular messaging and collaboration tools is Slack. Billed as a “messaging app for teams who are
changing the world,”15 Slack touts its multifaceted functionality of discussion “channels” for larger groups, “direct
messaging” for one-on-one exchanges, and “private channels” to communicate sensitive information.16 Users have
flocked to Slack, vaulting the company in three years from start-up status to a financial juggernaut valued at
approximately $4 billion.17
Despite its popularity, the use of Slack may leave companies vulnerable to security lapses and cyberattacks. This is
because Slack—like Asana, HipChat, and other collaboration tools—does not utilize traditional enterprise-grade
technology that can be integrated into the corporate network.18 Thus, while employees can use Slack from their
company-issued laptops and smartphones, companies currently have limited ability to incorporate security measures
to protect login credentials, user information, or corporate assets from further dissemination or attacks.19 Hooks into
consumer level storage options and open APIs into third party offerings are also among the various concerns
troubling corporate security professionals over the use of cloud-based collaboration platforms.20
Although external collaboration apps present one set of cyber complexities for information governance efforts, there
are other innovations that are equally problematic. The growth of the Internet of Things represents a distinct cyber
challenge that only figures to increase in the coming years.

II. The Internet of Things: A Growing Storm on the Horizon
Organizations face a wave of security related threats from the expected growth of the Internet of Things (IoT). The
IoT represents a unique category of data security problems that are distinct from other cybersecurity challenges. This
is due to a confluence of factors including the nature of the IoT, its profit-making potential, and its growth in the
coming years.

The Nature of the IoT
The IoT is different from other cyber problems due to its interconnected and often heterogeneous nature. The
essence of the IoT is that it encompasses a network of physical objects. Those objects—commonly referred to as
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“things”—are embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network connectivity. This enables these objects to
collect and exchange data.21
The IoT ranges in size and stature. It affects objects on a micro-level, including traditional consumer goods such as
refrigerators, and ovens, together with home HVAC, outdoor watering, and security systems.22 It also affects macrolevel environments, including “smart city” initiatives such as those defined by the Smart City Application
Ecosystem (SCALE).23 As detailed below, the macro-level issues are of particular importance to enterprise
cybersecurity initiatives.

Profit and Growth
IoT functionality is enabling enterprises to derive substantial revenue from these connected devices. Businesses
currently generate more than $613 billion of additional profits annually from IoT devices.24 With profits expected to
hit $14.4 trillion within a decade, this market of opportunity is fueling tremendous IoT growth. Indeed, five million
new devices were added to IoT networks each day in 2015. By the end of 2016, these networks are projected to total
approximately 6.4 billion devices.25
This growth is not limited to an insular group of organizations. 29 percent of companies from a broad range of
industries have reported that they presently offer some form of connected consumer device. An additional 14 percent
of companies have announced plans to implement some form of the IoT in 2016.26

Risks and Threats
As organizations increasingly rely on IoT devices, they should become aware of the risks and threats these devices
present and develop comprehensive governance and risk mitigation strategies accordingly.27 An essential,
preliminary question in this regard is whether all IoT devices present the same level of risk.
To answer that inquiry, the potential risk of breach must be measured against the sophistication of the device. For
example, smart consumer appliances such as toasters, each of which has a unique identification number (UID) and
an Internet Protocol (IP) address, might easily be compromised. This is due to their dependence on a combination of
plug-and-play connectivity coupled with relatively little security hardening.28 However, a direct breach of a single
consumer-facing device—even in the company break room—would likely present a relatively low risk.29
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In contrast, more sophisticated devices such as smartphones and tablets, which have operating systems or messaging
capabilities, present far greater threats to the enterprise.30 That breaches will likely arise from such devices in the
future is borne out by empirical data. For example, one recent study found that approximately 70 percent of IoT
devices contained one or more significant vulnerabilities, with a combined total of more than 250 vulnerabilities (an
average of 25 flaws per device).31 In addition, 80 percent of the items analyzed failed to require passwords of
sufficient complexity while 70 percent did not encrypt communications to the Internet and local network.32 Still
another 60 percent did not use encryption when downloading software updates.33
Even though these issues are significant, there is one IoT risk of staggering importance: securing the macro
aggregation of data. With the increasing quantity of connected devices at the enterprise level, there is a significant
risk that the immense volume of data being captured and stored from connected devices may be unintentionally
exposing essential infrastructure devices within the IoT ecosystem to systemic failures.34 This is due to the fusion of
heterogeneous networks required for data aggregation and analysis.35 If left unaddressed, a failure or vulnerability
introduced within one service provider’s products could result in catastrophic failures across multiple organizations
or industries.36 This includes power grids, health care providers, building control systems, and national defense
systems.37
All of this may have a ring of science fiction, but the risks of an IoT compromise are no longer fanciful. Indeed, the
U.S. Department of Justice has formed a threat analysis team to study potential national security challenges posed by
connected devices, including terrorist threats or other exploitation by state actors.38 Moreover, several notable hacks
or breaches have already been attributed to flaws within IoT systems, including the following:
•

A massive attack on security cameras and digital video recorders that disabled French web hosting provider
OVH and U.S. security researcher Brian Krebs by flooding their networks with webpage requests and other
data.39
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•
•
•

Malware was recently found on the transit network for the city of San Antonio, Texas. This transpired
despite proactive efforts to implement enterprise-grade security on the network.40
An attack on Iranian nuclear facilities was the result of state-sponsored malware known as Stuxnet, which
was designed to take-over control systems and meltdown critical centrifuge equipment.41
A vulnerability within Chrysler Jeep’s engine control and vehicle braking systems was shown to be
accessible using an external cellular connection.42

In summary, the risks and threats arising from the IoT are no longer theoretical in nature. Now is the time for
organizations to begin taking proactive steps to address these issues.

III. The Rising Threat from Personal Cloud Applications
Consumer-grade cloud applications represent a special case among digital age threats.43 While personal clouds like
Dropbox and Google Drive pose cyber-related risks, their problems are more far-reaching. From information
security and litigation readiness to information retention and eDiscovery, personal cloud use among employees
implicates a range of troubles for organizations.44 The threats from personal cloud use to corporate trade secrets are
particularly acute given the inherent aspects that make this technology so attractive: cheap and unlimited storage,
simplified transfers, and increased collaboration.45
Despite these problems, organizations have yet to address the proliferation of shadow cloud use among their
employees.46 Equally troubling, some organizations have implemented “bring your own cloud” (BYOC) policies
that officially sanction the use of personal clouds in the workplace without sufficient oversight.47 Unless addressed
through an effective information governance program, either scenario could prove disastrous for the enterprise.

Shadow Use of Personal Clouds
Whether done in violation or in the absence of an express company policy, there should be little doubt that
employees are using personal clouds in the workplace.48 While some employees do so in good faith to facilitate their
work, others use clouds clandestinely to sabotage the organization or to help a current employer gain a competitive
advantage over their former company.49 Various decisions exemplify the problems with “shadow” or stealth use of
personal clouds across the range of corporate employees.
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For example, in Toyota Industrial v. Land, a managerial level employee (Land) used his Google Drive account to
remove hundreds of critical documents from his employer (Toyota) before going to work for a competitor.50 On the
eve of his departure from Toyota, Land placed approximately 800 “files and folders” on Google Drive that included
technical specifications reflecting the proprietary design of certain industrial equipment, along with related pricing
and financial information.51 That Land removed and then retained Toyota’s proprietary information after his
departure from the company—in violation of his non-disclosure agreement—resulted in a court injunction that
prevented Land from working for Toyota’s competitor.52
A similarly instructive case is RLI Insurance v. Banks.53 In RLI, the employee (Banks) used a Norwegian cloud
provider (Jottacloud)54 to upload “757 customer claim files and other files containing proprietary information”
belonging to her employer (RLI).55 Banks initially tried to obtain the files through Dropbox, but she was denied
access by a web filtering software that blocked Dropbox and other commonly used applications.56 Undeterred,
Banks researched “Dropbox alternatives” that could evade RLI’s filtering protocol, opened a Jottacloud account, and
used that service to remove proprietary RLI data in violation of her employment agreement.57 RLI eventually
discovered Banks’ malfeasance, but only after offering her a severance package subsequent to her dismissal from the
company.58
Company executives are also guilty of using personal clouds for nefarious purposes.59 In Frisco Medical Center v.
Bledsoe, the chief operating officer (Bledsoe) for a Texas hospital (Frisco) used Dropbox to take several classes of
proprietary and patient information before leaving Frisco for a new position elsewhere. 60 Frisco did not suspect that
Bledsoe had furtively removed proprietary information in violation of her employment agreements until she
revealed in an exit interview that “she knew where too many bodies were buried.”61 It was only then that Frisco
began investigating Bledsoe’s computer usage, discovered the use of Dropbox, and determined the extent of the
information she had taken from the hospital.62
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Corporate Approved BYOC Accounts
In contrast to shadow cloud use, some organizations have established a BYOC environment that welcomes
employee use of cloud applications.63 Whether by policy or by practice, corporate IT departments have approved the
use of consumer clouds by expressly enabling their functionality.64
Nevertheless, that is often the extent of corporate oversight.65 Beyond requiring a signature on a perfunctory nondisclosure agreement, little effort is made to prevent employees from transferring confidential information from
company servers to a personal cloud.66 Such corporate inaction can be challenging on multiple levels, particularly
when an employee leaves the company with proprietary materials and begins working for a competitor.67
Just such a scenario transpired in Selectica v. Novatus.68 A former employee (Holt) offered to share Selectica’s
customer and pricing information with his new employer (Novatus), which he previously uploaded to Box before
leaving Selectica.69 The Box account was not a stealth cloud drive concealed from Selectica.70 Instead, Selectica
expressly authorized Holt to store that data with Box under a BYOC arrangement:

While employed by Selectica, [Holt] had a company laptop computer, which, on Selectica’s
recommendation, was configured so that it automatically synced to his personal cloud storage
account at Box.com. This meant that when Holt saved a file to the laptop, the system pushed a
copy to his Box account.71

Despite having enabled the BYOC arrangement with Holt, Selectica apparently neglected to disable the Box account
or remove any proprietary materials upon Holt’s departure.72 As a result, Holt had full access to the pricing
information when he joined Novatus.73
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Analysis of Cloud Jurisprudence
The above referenced cases involve corporate theft that likely could have been obviated had the organizations taken
safeguards to prevent, detect, or monitor employee cloud use. Most of the enterprises relied on little more than nondisclosure and other employment agreements to protect their proprietary information.74 While those agreements
enabled the employers to obtain court victories against the cloud-wielding tortfeasors, they did nothing to stop
perpetrating employees from misappropriating company trade secrets.75 This could have resulted in the disclosure of
sensitive information to industry competitors. 76
With respect to shadow cloud use, none of the employers appears to have established a process to detect stealth
cloud applications.77 The only employer that apparently took anything close to a preventative step was RLI, which
deployed the use of a blocking program to prevent personal cloud use.78 However, even that step proved inadequate
since the employee easily circumvented the software filter.79
In the BYOC context, Selectica took no action to protect its interest in the corporate information stored in Holt’s
Box account. Selectica did not seek the account’s login credentials, did not monitor Holt’s use of the account, did
not disable the account when Holt left the company, nor confirmed that Holt destroyed all company information
stored in the account. Any one of these steps—and certainly a combination of them—could have prevented the
disclosure of sensitive information to an industry competitor.80
All of which amply demonstrates that organizations should take action to reduce the risks from personal clouds,
regardless of whether the cloud use is shadow or approved.

IV. Steps to Combatting Threats and Mitigating Harm
Despite the complexities that these threats present now and in the future for organizations, they are not
insurmountable difficulties. Enterprises can generally ameliorate these problems through a proactive, common sense
approach to information governance. In this Part, we discuss some of the key aspects of a governance program that
can help address the challenges from cyberattacks, the IoT, and personal cloud applications.

Manufacturing Advances in Security and Analytics
Organizational cybersecurity plans stand to benefit from manufacturing advances that are incorporating security
measures into the design of technology. This is particularly the case with IoT devices. For example, some
manufacturers are now replacing direct device access with indirect access architecture.81 Others are exploring the
74
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use of master-slave models for IoT deployments, restricting updates on the slave device via a secure, cloud-based
master system.82
While these innovations are useful, they are exceeded by the functionality that analytics now offer for IoT security.
This includes built-in monitoring designed to notify users of any unexpected changes to the instrument’s core
software or permission levels.83 Applicable to both enterprise and consumer threats, the technology captures device
activity level. When such activity is aggregated with the metadata from other users in an ecosystem, it enables a
more thorough examination and real-time patching of connected devices as threats are uncovered.84
For example, certain technology can detect suspicious activity, such as an attempt to access a user’s internal
computer camera. Once identified, the device blocks the inbound traffic and alerts the user through a smartphone
app. If the activity is authorized, the user can simply select the “unblock” option to allow the connection.85
Beyond these manufacturing advances, the growing concern around IoT security is fueling the expansion of data
security companies that focus on monitoring and protecting data through the coupling of analytics and IoT Big Data
sets. Unlike more traditional technologies such as anti-virus software, these tools combine analytics and machine
learning to identify and neutralize threats in real-time by pinpointing data anomalies within the metadata generated
from the known universe of connected devices.86

Data Mapping for Digital Age Threats
With the benefit of these manufacturing advances, organizations should begin taking steps to reduce digital age
risks. As an initial matter, the enterprise must understand what data it generates, receives, and stores. To that end,
organizations should regularly scan for all network-connected devices and clouds, identify what they are, and how
they interact with the network and beyond.87
As new connections are identified, their functions and capabilities must be documented and, to the extent possible,
secured or disabled. Such a step is essential for controlling ingress and egress to proprietary information—precisely
the data endangered by personal cloud applications.88 A current and accurate data map will enable organizations to
better accomplish these objectives and reasonably account for proprietary records.89
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Another critical step in this regard is to ensure that default usernames and passwords are changed immediately and
that UPnP services are disabled whenever possible.90 If administrative functions on any given device are limited,
applying an appropriate firewall can add at least a layer of protection.91 Finally, proactive monitoring can help track
system integrity while providing real-time analysis of suspicious activity.92
In addition, any plan should include security profiles aimed at determining the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the connectivity and access control features built into my devices?
If infiltrated and compromised, does the device allow access to other systems within the organization?
Does the device contain built-in security, and if so, how robust?
Does the device run on an operating system or configuration settings that might be exploited by malware?
What is the projected lifecycle of the connected product or device?
Should the organization engage outside consultants for targeted penetration testing and vulnerability
assessments of devices, especially IoT devices?93

Many organizations may feel overwhelmed by the governance complexity surrounding these threats. Nevertheless,
they must be in a position to perform adequate risk and threat evaluations that weigh the assumed benefits of using
connected devices against the anticipated costs or potential loss of reputation that might accompany a failure or
breach.94 Formal policies related to IoT technologies should be designed in a way that ensures physical security
measures and written policies are actively enforced and updated on a regular basis.95
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides some guidance concerning IoT security. In
NIST Special Publication 800-64 Revision 2 titled “Security Considerations in the Systems Development Life
Cycle,” the organization recommends developing what is commonly known as the master Concept of Operations or
CONOPs document.96 Unlike a traditional data map, this flexible governance tool provides IoT stakeholders with a
roadmap for installation, integration, and on-going auditing.97 When used in conjunction with an advanced data
map, the two documents provide a comprehensive blueprint to an organization’s IoT and cybersecurity systems.
Many organizations will likely recognize confidentiality and integrity as two of the three legs that comprise this
security principle known as the CIA triad, a model designed to guide policies for information security within an
organization.98 When drafting the master CONOPs documentation, enterprises must address a unique collection of
CIA challenges presented by IoT devices. This includes ensuring that personally identifiable information remains
segregated from device transmitters or logical objects that may leak data fragments from devices associated with
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unique identifiers.99 While relatively innocuous on its own, the aggregated data could reveal sensitive information
when combined, analyzed, and recompiled.100
At a minimum, an organization’s CONOPs documentation should capture the following:
Confidentiality and Integrity
•
•
•
•
•

How will IoT devices be provisioned?
Is there a method for addressing data segmentation in place?
Does the organization have policies in place to address inadvertent data leaks or breaches?
What cryptographic tools can the organization apply and how will those resources be managed?
Are backup or hot swappable options available in the event of an outage or breach?101

Monitoring, Testing, Reporting, and Compliance
•
•
•
•

What mechanisms does the organization have in place for security monitoring?
What information should the systems mine from IoT logs and how is that information analyzed?
Is data captured and transmitted subject to compliance requirements?
Are big data analytics tools available to help streamline security monitoring?102

Authentication and Access Control
•
•
•
•
•

Can the system be integrated into existing enterprise authentication systems?
Are access controls sufficient to protect against unauthorized access or modification?
Can the organization place role-based access restrictions on IoT devices and transmitters?
Have security roles been provisioned and defined?
Can access controls be applied on a per device or per datatype basis?103

Incident Response
•
•
•
•

Define and assign incident response.
Mapping of business functions to new IoT systems.
Identify the potential impact of compromised IoT systems.
Create a comprehensive disclosure and alert policy.104

Documentation, Operations, and Destruction
•

Define the need for additional security documentation.
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•
•
•
•

Create a system maintenance and management plan.
Create documentation for tracking the IoT product lifecycle.
Define additional training or certifications for support teams.
Formalize decommissioning and destruction protocols for IoT devices.105

Developing Retention Policies
With a data map in place, organizations can then proceed to develop protocols that reasonably ensure the protection
of corporate data.106 This should include how information is stored and maintained among various devices in the
enterprise or with hosted service providers. This is significant for both cybersecurity and litigation purposes as all
relevant data within the enterprise could be discoverable and subject to preservation duties.107 That reality should
justify the development of processes and policies around data retention and deletion. As evidenced by the Sony
Hack, this is particularly the case for nonessential, obsolete, or superfluous information, which should be purged
after a reasonable period.108
Although the implementation of procedures and policies can serve to reduce potential risk, it might in some
instances provide a false sense of security. Enforcement through audit or other metrics can help ensure that rules
developed around access control, deletion, herding, and encryption are actually practiced in a manner that minimizes
loss resulting from malicious or inadvertent breaches.109 More importantly, active enforcement of information
governance policies can help investigators respond more efficiently to attacks, allowing them to quickly close
security gaps to prevent secondary attacks.110 By formally assessing and addressing risks in this fashion,
organizations will be better prepared to meet these threats in an increasingly interconnected world.

Use Policies Governing Personal Clouds
Beyond information retention, organizations ought to develop policies that address employee use of personal cloud
applications.111 Those policies should delineate whether personal clouds will be permitted and if so, what constitutes
an authorized BYOC account.112 Irrespective of whether an enterprise chooses to ban the use of personal clouds or
to adopt a BYOC environment, the policy should include audit and enforcement mechanisms to gauge
observance.113 At a minimum, those mechanisms ought to include the right to monitor, access, and disable employee
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clouds.114 Related procedures will also be required for those organizations that proscribe BYOC use since employees
will likely circumvent such a policy.115 For example, blocking programs like the one used in RLI, while no
guarantee, are a practicable first step to preventing some personal cloud use.116
In a BYOC ecosystem, policies should describe what company data can or cannot be transferred to the cloud.117 In
addition, organizations should require the disclosure of user login credentials for approved cloud applications to
better ensure policy compliance.118 Upon an employee’s termination, approved BYOC accounts should be disabled
or the company should verify that corporate data previously maintained in the account has been returned or
destroyed.119
In like manner, non-BYOC organizations should examine terminated employees’ computer activity and corporate
devices to detect whether there was illicit use of personal clouds.120 If a comprehensive sweep is cost prohibitive,
organizations should consider conducting a review of those employees who most likely have access to sensitive
corporate information.121 Such a step would likely have obviated much of the litigation that ensued in Toyota
Industrial, RSI, Frisco Medical, and Selectica.

Assess and Secure Collaboration Tools
As with other cloud-based tools, evaluating and securing third party collaboration and project management tools
should be part of any formal governance strategy.122 When evaluating options, organizations assess security features
and vulnerabilities and develop policies around these tools that strike the proper balance between security and
accessibility. As with BYOC policies, organizations should specify how such tools are used, expressly determine the
classification level of data shared within collaboration tools, and whether retention polices should be applied to the
organization’s collaboration systems.

Incident Response
A final aspect of the new information governance playbook is the need to design an incident response plan for
mitigating harm from digital age threats.123 Essential for addressing cybersecurity challenges, such a plan should
include various steps to understand and respond to an attack or breach.
The first step is to have a crisis communications protocol in place. This should include having a dark website ready
to be activated with little notice in the event of a cyber incident.124 Dark sites are essentially corporate sponsored
114
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websites, pages, or feeds dedicated to providing information on the crisis at hand.125 They offer a means to inform or
educate viewers regarding the nature of the crisis and the organization’s response. They also provide a gateway to
customers that might otherwise be unavailable following a large breach or related failures.126 In an era of when a
brand crisis can become a Twitter hashtag within minutes, the organization should be prepared to broadcast its own
voice on the issues.127
Having counsel ready to address cyber fallout is another fundamental aspect of incident response. Whether outside
the company or part of its in-house legal team, knowledgeable counsel should be aware of pertinent laws and
regulations relating to the issues and assist in the company’s remediation efforts.128 This includes competently
interfacing with government investigators while simultaneously protecting corporate interests in litigation.129 In
order to accomplish these objectives, counsel should work jointly with the corporate information security team to
understand how the attack happened, what was done in response, and what was lost or exposed.
Any incident response plan should also include a public relations team to interact with the media. This is a
particularly important step with the changing nature of journalism. Given the impact of the 24-hour news cycle and
social networking applications, organizations should have personnel designated to communicate with a unified voice
regarding the issues. One-off disclosures from operations-level employees, together with other unauthorized
revelations, should be avoided and met with appropriate disciplinary measures.130

Conclusion
Advances in technology march on. To keep cadence with that march, organizations must stay current with digital
age threats. While there is no elixir to completely eliminate these threats, enterprises can develop a holistic
information governance plan to address the issues. By staying abreast of the issues, assessing known organizational
risks, implementing reasonable procedures to defend against commonplace attacks, and preparing breach mitigation
strategies, companies should be reasonably prepared to address these threats, both now and in the future.
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